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ABSTRACT
One of the threats which cause defects to the data is Byzantine attack. The minimum probability of attack may
cause maximum probability of defect. Omission and commission are the two effects of Byzantine attack. Omission
causes the loss of packets while transferring the packets. Commission will lead to the collapse of the data sent. Entire
file may change or the content of the file is changed. To prevent these attacks we are going to propose a model which
prevents the transfer of data from the threats. In this model the file is detected at each router. Once the router detects the
infected packets, it will be discarded at that router itself.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

When transferring the files in a peer to peer system may
pave the way to many attacks. Here we are going to
counteract Byzantine attacks. Two main causes of the
Byzantine attacks are omission and commission. In
omission failures may occur during the transmission that
is sending and receiving the files and in commission it
may lead to incorrect or irrespective response. To
overcome this we are going to implement the algorithm
called Diffie Hellman Algorithm to provide signature to
the data sent. It can provide secured file transfer in a peer
to peer network.
In this algorithm we are going to take three values namely
p, g, (a or b), Where p is the assumed prime value and
then the g is the generative value assumed by the
administrator. And then „a‟ which is the secret value
assumed at the client side during runtime. The value for
„b‟ which is said to be as the secret value assumed at the
server side. After that that the A and B values are
calculated by using the formula.

A=ga % p

(1)

B=gb % p

(2)

After the calculation of equation 1 value and then
equation 2 value, the answer is passed to the server and to
client vice versa. After receiving those values the final
result will be calculated at the both end for the purpose of
key verification. Here it involves,

authentication is denied. If they are equal the server
proceeds the following action. The file is transmitted
without the omission and commission attacks caused by
Byzantine.

2.

RELATED WORK

Network coding [1], an alternative to the traditional
forwarding paradigm, allows algebraic mixing of packets
in a network. It maximizes throughput for multicast
transmissions [2], [3], [4], robustness against failures [5]
and erasures [6]. Random linear network coding (RLNC),
in which nodes independently take random linear
combination of the packets, is sufficient for multicast
networks [7], and is suitable for dynamic/unstable
networks, such as peer-to-peer (P2P) networks [8], [9].A
P2P network is a cooperative network in which storage
and bandwidth resources are shared in a distributed
architecture. This is a cost-effective and scalable way to
distribute content to a large number of receivers. One
such architecture is the Bit Torrent system [10], which
splits large files into small blocks. After a node
downloads a block, it acts as a source for that particular
block. The main challenges in these systems are the
scheduling and management of rare blocks. Despite their
desirable properties, network coded P2P systems are
particularly susceptible to Byzantine attacks [11],[12],
[13] – the injection of corrupted packets into the
information flow[14].
3.

OVERALL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Fig 3.1 describes the overall
contains

system architecture. It

3.1 User Interface Layer (UI)
Kclient=Ba % p

(3)

Kserver=Ab % p

(4)

Finally it is found that equation 3 and 4 are equal. If it is
not equal then the key generated is illegal and the

User Interface Layer creates an interface between the user
and the Application. The user interface layer contains web
forms, Master Page, style sheets etc.. User can navigate
through these forms and they can communicate to and fro
with the Application through this user interface layer.
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Fig 3.1 : Overall system Architecture
3.2 Data Communication
The User Interface (UI) will communicate with the
Business Service (BS) Layer and the Business Entities
(BE) Layer. From the UI the value will be set to the BE
Layer and then the value will be passed to the BS Layer.
The BS Layer passes the values from the UI to the DAL.
The values passed may be object of BE Layer or any
other values like string, int, etc.
3.3 Business Entity (BE)
The data entered by the user through the web form in the
user interface layer are known as entities and they should
be encapsulated for security purpose. For this purpose we
are using this Business Entity Layer. Here all the
variables for entities are declared as private to prevent
access to unauthorized members. The properties of the
entities are set by using the get and the set method.

Class. The SQL Helper handles all the Database related
activities and will reduce the development time and
ensure the coding standard. Data Access Layer , which
helps separate data-access logic from your business
objects.

4.

SYSTEM WORKING

Fig. 4.1: describe system working architecture. It consist
of

Detection
of attack
CLIENT

SERVER

Signature
scheme

3.4 Business Service
Business Service (BS) Layer act as a bridge
between the UI and the DAL. This Layer dose not
perform any logical operation, it‟s just a service layer

Fig. 4.1: System Architecture
4.1 Login

which services UI and DAL. A business service is a
function of the business that is offered to one or more
clients. Those clients are often internal, because this
often applied to supporting functions.

The first step is to provide authentication to the user. If
the user is authenticated he will enroll his username and
password and he starts the proceedings.If the user is new
he will register his details and create a new account. Then
he is an authenticated user and he can access the process.

3.5 Data Access Layer (DAL)

4.2 Peer to Peer File Transfer

DAL Communicates with BS Layer and BE Layer. The
layer minimizes the ADO.NET work by SQL Helper

This is the main process of the project. A file is selected
from a peer and it is transferred to another peer. The
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systems have to be connected in a LAN or any sort
network connection. Network rules have to be followed to
send the file from one system to another.
4.3 Detection of Byzantine Attack
The file is transferred. After it is received it has to be
detected whether there is any attack. If the packets are lost
or any drastic change in the data it has to be confirmed
that file is attacked by any threat. To find the attack of
Byzantine, peer to peer detection is carried out.
4.4 Impact of the Byzantine Attack

Blocking probability specifies the ratio of detecting and
blocking the Byzantine attack. We emphasize that there is
no need of retransmission for the dropped data since the
receivers can perform erasure correction, which is
computationally cheaper than error correction. We
analyzed the cost and benefit of the signature scheme, and
compared it with various detection schemes. We showed
that the overhead of our scheme is low. Furthermore,
when the probability of attack is high, it is the most
bandwidth efficient. However, if the probability of attack
is low, generation-based detection schemes are more
appropriate.

For the small probability of attack there will be a large
probability of defect in the data. The various impacts of
Byzantine attack is overviewed. The two major impacts of
Byzantine are,
 Omission
 Commission
4.4.1 Omission
The impact of omission is there will be a loss of packet at
the receiver side. The transferred packets may be defected
and it may lose.
4.4.2 Commission
Commission causes in the modification of the data. It will
be received in totally different format.

Fig. 5.1. Byzantine Probability Vs Blocking
Probability
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